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Cable tools, reported shows of gas and numerous coal layers
(McLusker)
Show oil

File:

1936

Surf, Ft.: Coaledo.
Shows: Reported gas shown—not verified.
Logs: C-1,365 in Conf. File (GAMT).
Devoll. Hist.: Leases of Coast Oil Co. assigned to R.F. Rhodes of Calif. Rhodes drilled well.
Gas supposed to have blown tools out of hole.
Abandoned due to finances. Rhodes then sold the leases to the Phillips Oil Co.
Structure: Westport Arch, as shown on USGS map of J.G. Miller, Coos Bay Quad.
Summary: Abandoned due to mechanical difficulties and lack of finances.
R.K. Stewart: Considerable coal in section drilled.

Ref: SGI Field party 9-11-57.